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SOME THEOREMS  ON FREDHOLM MAPS

A.   J.   TROMBA

Abstract. Let/:M-*N be a C1 proper Fredholm map of index

n of C Banach manifolds. Then under certain hypotheses one may

approximate / by a CT proper Fredholm map g of index n with g

C1 properly homotopic to /.

The rank theorem for Fredholm maps is stated and it is then used

to obtain the invariance of domain for this class of maps and also a

nonlinear version of the Fredholm alternative theorem.

In recent years nonlinear Fredholm maps introduced by Smale [9] have

been studied extensively by several authors [1], [2], [5], [6] and appli-

cations have been given to nonlinear elliptic boundary value problems

[3]. One of the basic tools in the differential theory of such maps is that of

approximating a Ca-Fredholm by one of class C, r > 1. In the first section

below we show that in certain cases we may approximate a C1 proper

Fredholm map/by a C proper Fredholm map g of the same index with g

C1 properly homotopic to/.

In §B we state the rank theorem for Fredholm maps and use it to ob-

tain a nonlinear version of the Fredholm alternative theorem and an in-

variance of domain theorem.

The author is indebted to D. K. Elworthy whose ideas inspired this paper.

A. We begin with a few definitions and basic results. Let E and F be

Banach spaces. A linear map Te L(E, F) is Fredholm if

(i) dimKer F<oo,

(ii) dim Coker F<oo.

If M and N are Banach manifolds, a C1 man f:M-*N is said to be

Fredholm if dfP:TMp-+TNHp) is linear Fredholm for each p e M. If M

is connected we may define the index off to be

ind(/) = dim Ker dfp — dim Coker dfP.

This does not depend on the choice of p.

A point y G N is said to be a regular value off if whenever x ef~1(y),

dfx:TMx-+TNv is surjective. If y is not a regular value it is a critical value.
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The following generalization of the Sard theorem due to Smale is the

cornerstone of the modern differential theory of Fredholm maps.

Theorem 1 (Sard-Smale). Let M be a second countable Banach mani-

fold withf: M—>-A a C3 Fredholm map of index n. Then ifq>max(n, 0) the

regular values are of second category in N (or the critical values are of first

category). Iff is proper (i.e., K compact^>f~x(K) compact) then the regular

values are open and dense.

Let M be a C1 Finsler manifold [7]. Then M admits a metric p (the

Finsler metric). A set A<= M is bounded if, with respect to the metric p,

diam(A) = supa:,aeX p(x,_y)<co.

Suppose N is another Finsler manifold with a Finsler metric p'. Given

maps/:M-^-A and è:M—>-R+, a map g:M->-N is said to be a ¿-approxi-

mation to/if p'(/(x), g(x))^ô(x) for all x e M.

The topology on C(M, N), the continuous maps from M to A generated

by neighborhoods of the form

W(f, $) = {ge C(M, N) | P'(f(x), g(x)) < ô(x)}

where ô:M->-R+ is continuous, is called the C°-fine topology on C(M, N).

It is not difficult to show that C° approximation does not depend on the

metric p'.

Now again let M, N be Finsler manifolds with metrics p, p'. A map

h:M^-N is called compact if the image of p-bounded sets is relatively

compact in A.

Definition. Suppose f0:M0->-E0 is a C1 Fredholm map of index n of

the Cr Finsler manifold MQ, modelled on F0 with metric p0, to the Banach

space £0. A smoothing space of class C for the triple (/0, M„, £0) is a

triple (fx, Mx, Ex) where Mx is a Cr Finsler manifold modelled on Fx

admitting C partitions of unity with metric px, px-^kp0, k some positive

constant. In addition we assume M0<^MX, E0cEx, F0<=FX are dense

inclusions with the inclusion map /: M0-^>-Mx compact. We assume also the

fx is Fredholm of index n making the diagram

Mx^+ Ex
A A

/ |inc

/o
M0 —► £0

commutative. Lastly we suppose that there is a differential structure on

Mx uniform with respect to A/0; that is a maximal atlas of charts on

Mi, (Vß, Wß)ßzB with fß\Vßr\Ma a C1 chart for M0.
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The smoothing space is second countable if ML is. To see how smoothing

spaces arise in the study of nonlinear elliptic boundary value problems see

PL
The proof of the following theorem is a minor modification of the

argument in [3].

Theorem 2. Let f: M0-^-Eo be Fredholm of index n. If there exists a C1

smoothing space for the triple (/0, M0, E0) then fi is a proper map when

restricted to bounded subsets of MQ.

The proof of this theorem involves the notion of a C-structure on a

Banach manifold which we now define. Let GLc(£)cGL(£) be the sub-

group of the general linear group of E consisting of elements of the form

I+K, K completely continuous. A C-structure on a manifold M is a

maximal atlas of charts (Ux, (px)aieA covering M so that when defined

DiVstftoßix) 6 GL.CE).
A linear operator Fe L(ExRn, E) is a C(wJ linear map if F=7t„+A',

where TTn:ExRn->-E is the natural projection on the first factor and K is

completely continuous (here we take 7r0=idE). Suppose M is modelled on

ExRn as a C-structure Mc. A Fredholm map / of index zz is a C(7r„)

map if, with respect to charts (99, V) e Mc, Dif°cp-l)x is C(7r„).

The following basic result concerning C(7r„) maps is proved in [2].

Theorem 3. Let M be modelled on F, f: M^-E Fredholm of index n.

Then there exists a unique C-structure {M,f}c on M modelled on ExRn

with respect to which f is a C(7r„) map.

Remark.    If (fx, Mx, Ex) is a smoothing space for (/„, M0, E0) the

induced C-structure on Mx can be made uniform with respect to Ma.

Before getting to the main result we will need a sequence of three lemmas.

Lemma 1. Let U<^ExRn be an open subset where E admits C, r>l,

partitions of unity. Suppose f: U^-E is a C1 C(tt.A map. Then given any ó>0

there exists a C C(7r„) map g with ||g"(jc)—/(jc)||<<5. Moreover, ifE0<= E is

dense, g can be chosen so that g(x)—nn(x) e E0.

Proof. Let Vy(ô/2) be a covering of E by balls of radius a/2 about the

point y (we may choose y e E0), and let {Wy}yeE be an open cover of U

defined by Wy=f~liVy) wheref(x)=f(x)—rrn(x).

Let [rVAfej be a locally finite open refinement of {Wv}yeF covering U

with {qjj} a C partition of unity subordinate to the covering {WÀ. Choose

VV} so that/(^3-)c VVj. Define

g(x) = 2 <Pj(x)yj,       g(x) = tt„(x) + g(x).

Then

Wfix) - gix)\\ = \\f(x) - g(x)\\ = 12 ?>,(*){/(*) - y,}\-
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If \\f(x)—yj\\>ôl2 then <pj(x) = 0. Thus \\f(x)—g(x)\\<ô. Moreover since

xi—>2 <Pj is locally finite dimensional, g is a C C(tt„) map and satisfies the

requirements of the lemma.

Lemma 2.    Suppose b : í/-»-/?+ is continuous. Then the above lemma is true

for nonconstant b.

Proof.    For each x, let

Wx = {zeU\\à(z)-b(x)\<b(x)\2}.

Let {WAjej be a locally finite open refinement of {Wx}xeU covering U,

and let x¡ be chosen so that W^ Wx.. Let/: Wj->-Fbe the restriction off

to Wj and {ptj}jeJ be a C partition of unity subordinate to Wj. By the last

lemma there is a C CiffJ map with \\gA\x) —/(x)¡| <ó(x¿)/2. Then g(x) =

2 ft (x)^3(x) will be a C(ttJ map of U onto £ and

lis(x) -/(x)|| ^ 2 ftM llftW -/MU ^ 2 fl»i(*K*Cx*)/2).

If x g Wj, b(xA/2<b(x) which implies that \\g(x)-f(x)\\<ô(x).

Lemma 3.    Let W, V, U be open sets in ExRn with Wc F<= Vc Î/ ant/

/: U—>E a Cx C(nn) map and b : t/—>-A+ continuous. Then there exists a C

C(TTn) map g: U^E with g\W a Cr C(ttm) map g\(U- V) =f\(U- V) and

\\f(x)—g(x)\\<b(x). Moreover there is a Cx homotopy f offso that f0=f,

fi=g withft\(U- V)=f\(U- V) and \\f(x)-f(x)\\<b(x)for all t e [0, 1],

Proof. Consider/=/|F. By Lemma 2 there is a C ¿-approximation

g: V-+F to/which is a C(7rn) map. Let {fJtAsi=x,2 be a partition of unity

subordinate to the covering V, U— W of U with support of pi, contained in

V. Define ¿(x)=1«1(x)g(x)+(a2(x)/(x) and/t=(l-r)g+i/

Remark. A slight modification of Lemma 3 shows that if/ is a C

C(7r„) map on a neighborhood of a closed set A a U then we can choose

g so that g\A=f\A, and the same for/.

Theorem 4. Let /„ : M0-^E0 be a Fredholm map of index n with C

smoothing space (fx, Mx, Ex). Then given b:Mx-^-R+ there exists a C

Fredholm map g0 : M0-^-E0 of index n which is a b-approximation to /0 and

admits a smoothing space (gx, Mx, Ex). Moreover there exists a homotopy

F0:M0x/->£0 between fand g which has a Cr smoothing space {Fx, Mxxl,

Ex}, F[ a homotopy between gx andfx which is a b-approximation to ffor each

te [0, 1],

Proof. We first assume that Mx is second countable, thus all index sets

will be countable. By Theorem 3, Mx admits a C-structure {Mx,fx}c with

respect to which/j is a C(77„) map and the C-structure is uniform with

respect to M0.
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Let I]i be an open cover of Mx with Ui bounded and (Ua, (pa) a co-

ordinate system in the C-structure {Mx,fx)c- Let {GA, {VA be locally finite

open coverings of M± with Ga<= Va, Vacz {/„, dis^C«, VCA>Q. Let í7<<5 and

go=fi Lemma 3 gives us a map g\:Mx~*Ex which is a C(7rM) map on Wx

where G^ Wx, ÎFj.c Vu dist^, W{]>Ç), andg\ is equal to/on the com-

plement of Vx. Moreover we get that g\ is C1 homotopic to/ by just a

linear homotopy, and it is clear that g\ restricts to M0 to give an approxi-

mation g] to/0.

Suppose we have defined a C(7rn) map gl"1 : Mx-^-Ex which restricts to a

C(7T„) map gq'1 : M0->-E0 where gl-1 is C on a neighborhood Ws_x of

U*=i Gk which is a (1 —1/2S_1)?7approximation to / Let As=\Jsk=1 Gk

and take open neighborhoods H of As_x and F of Gs with Fc IF^ and

2?c Ks. By the remark after Lemma 3 there is a map gl : Us-+Ex which is a

C C(Trn) map on F and equal to gl"1 outside Vs and on VSC\H and also on

r¡\2s approximation togi"1. This extends over Mx to give a map^: A^—»-F,

which is C COO m a neighborhood of ^4S restricts to gX~x on /l^, is a

(1 —l/2s)z/ approximation to/and is homotopic to gl~x by a homotopy

which is constant on As_x- Moreover all C maps restrict naturally by

construction to C maps from M0 to F0.

Thus we can define the map gx'.Mx-^-Ex and hence g0:M0-^-E0 induc-

tively. If Mx is not second countable we obtain the result using the same

method but with refinements of the type considered in Lemma 2.4 of [8].

Before proving the main theorem of this section we need a definition.

Definition.    Let (M, p), (N, p) be Finsler manifolds with metrics p

and p respectively. A map f:M-*N is F-proper if:

(i) if Je M is bounded,/^ is proper;

(ii) if Y<^N is bounded then f~*(Y) is bounded in X.

It is clear that F-proper maps are proper. In addition in applications to

nonlinear elliptic boundary value problems it is the F-properness that one

usually verifies.

Theorem 5. Let /„: M0-*E0 be a C1 B-proper Fredholm map of index

n, with C smoothing space (/, MY, Ex). Then given b:Mx-^-R+ there is a

Cr à-approximation g0 tofi which is B-proper Fredholm of index n. Moreover

there is a B-proper map F0:M0x I-*E0 so that for each t e I,F¡¡ is a Fredholm

map of index n, and a Ó-approximation to fi.

Proof. Let >7<<5<1. The last theorem gives an ^-approximation g

to/with Cr smoothing space (gx, Mx, Ex), and also a homotopy F0f of/0

and g0. By Theorem 2, g0 is proper on bounded sets. Also {*|[|goMII=C}£

{x|¡|/0(x)j|^C+l} which shows thatg0 is F-proper if/0 is. The F-proper-

ness of F0 follows similarly.
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Remark. These results easily extend to the case where £0 is replaced

by a Finsler manifold A0 with a fixed C-structure.

B. Let /:M—»-A7 be a proper J5",, (Fredholm of index zero) map between

two  Banach manifolds. In  [9] Smale showed that the cardinality of

f~x(y) mod 2, for j a regular value, was independent of the point y. The

mod 2 degree off, denoted by y(f), has the property that if y(f)¿¿0 then

/ must be surjective. In this section we will use this fact and an infinite

dimensional version of the rank theorem to obtain a nonlinear extension

of one of the standard Fredholm alternative theorems (see Widom [10]).

Theorem 1 (rank theorem for Fredholm mappings). Let be A^E,

A open,f:A-+F, a Fredholm mapping of index p with dim Ker Dfx=s for

x e A. Then there exists a Banach space G, neighborhoods U of b and

V^f(U) off(b) and diffeomorphisms cv:Bs—>-U, xp:V^>-Bs_p, where Bk is
the open unit ball in GxEk, such that

xp of o cp = idG x 0.

The proof is a modified version of the one for finite dimensions.

Lemma. Suppose %:Y-*-iF(E, £) is a continuous map of a topological

space T into Fredholm operators from E to F. Then there exists a point b e V

and a neighborhood U ofb such that for xeU, dim Ker |(x) is constant.

Proof.    Let Xs be the closed subset of A defined by

Xs = {x e T | dim Ker f (x) j> s}.

Let s0 be the smallest s so that ~X.5¿ 0 for s>s0 or equivalently X,j¿

Xs —X, for s>s0. Let b e X be chosen so that dim Ker f (b)=s0, and U be

an open neighborhood of b with the property that dim Ker f (x)^

dim Ker f (b) for xeU.

Theorem 2. Suppose f: M—>N is a Cx injective Fredholm map between

two Banach manifolds. Then the set S(f) = {x\Dfx not injective} of

singularities offis nowhere dense in M.

Proof. Clearly S(f) is closed. Suppose S(f) contains an open set, then

we may work locally and assume M is open in £, A open in £ and S(f)

contains an open ball B about one of its points, so B^S(f). Define

I :/?->•<£(£, F) by Ç(x) = Dfx. From the lemma it follows that there is an

open set A^B on which dim Ker f(x)=j>0.

Applying Theorem 1 we obtain a representative of/which contradicts

the fact that/is an injection.
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Theorem 3. Letf: M^-Nbe aproper^^ map between two Banach mani-

folds with N connected. Iff is infective then it is surjective.

Proof. By Theorem 2 there is a point x0 with DfXo a linear injection.

Thusy=fix0) is a regular value, f~1(y)=x0, and y(f)=\.

The above proposition is clearly false if we take maps which are not

proper. For example the map which takes the plane homeomorphically

onto the two-sphere minus the north pole is Fredholm of index zero, but

not onto the sphere, however the map is open. This is summarized in the

following.

Theorem 4 (invariance of domain). Letf: M^-N be a locally infective

J% map. Then fis an open map.

Proof. Let y=fix). We must show there is a neighborhood of x which

is mapped to a neighborhood of y. Choose a connected open neighborhood

i/ofxin M such that/| D is proper and injective. Thenj> ^f(dU). Let Vhe

the connected component of N—fidU) containing v. Since/|i7 is proper,

fidU) is closed and so Fis open in N. MoreoverfUcz Fby connectedness.

Finally, since Dnf^1V=U, the map f\U: U->V is proper. By Theorem 3
it is therefore onto. Hence fU (= V) is open.

Theorem 5 (nonlinear Fredholm alternative). Let f: M-^-N be a

locally injective proper ^0 map. If N is connected then f maps M onto N

and is a covering map.

Proof. By Theorem 4,f(M) is open in N. Since/ is proper it is also

closed and thus all of N. From the fact that/is an open map it follows that

it is a local homeomorphism and then the properness of/implies that /Vis

locally evenly covered by/

Theorem 6. Iff: M—>N is as in Theorem 5 with M connected and N

simply connected then fis a homeomorphism.

Proof.    Follows from a standard covering space argument.

The above theorems can be proven by passing to local coordinates and

using results already known for compact fields, e.g. Granas [4], however

the results illustrate the natural beauty and simplicity of degree theory

arguments. We conclude this section with a generalization of a lemma of

M. Hirsch to Banach manifolds. Using it one can, in special cases, prove

the classical Schauder fixed point theorem. The proof of the following is

essentially the same as in finite dimensions.

Theorem 7. Let X be a Banach manifold with boundary dX (also a

smooth Banach manifold). Then there exists no proper ¿F0 map f:X->X

withf(X)<= dX andf\dX=iddX; i.e., dX is not a proper ¿F^ retract of X.
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